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Introduction 
Research study of over 70 schools on the role of “Why [Your School]” web pages 
and related admissions activity.

The role of admissions will become increasingly significant as demographic and 
financial changes continue to reshape the school landscape. 

Past Finalsite research has found that 10% - 25% of virtually all schools’ web traffic 
is to the admissions pages, with the breadth of the range typically attributed to 
high-volume use of learning management systems, calendars, and similar modules. 

As competition stiffens, the ability to concisely convey what makes your school 
unique is also growing in importance. On the web, one of the best ways to 
accomplish this is through a page focused on your singular attributes – why would 
a family want to choose your school?

We decided to take a closer look at these “Why” pages and examined: 

In the process, we discovered many related aspects of the broader admissions 
experience that may also be of interest to school marketers, such as how often 
video is being used to impart a school’s core strengths, how often admissions 
appears in the initial search engine results, and tips on maximizing the impact of 
your “Why”-type communication (all future references will simply be called “Why” 
pages), and best practices for several of the topics covered.

p How many schools have a page with their value proposition

p What these pages are called

p Where they are presented in navigation

p How often visitors return to the page

p What activity is associated with these pages
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While “Why” pages are generally thought to be admissions-oriented, most astute 
schools—especially those with multiple transition points such as a K-12—also 
recognize the importance of reinforcing their strengths to their existing families. 
Retention is another crucial area for most schools, and many schools run the risk of 
assuming their fifth and eighth grade students are a “lock” to return. Instead, those 
families may be actually looking at the “Why” content of another school with fresh 
eyes while being unaware of many of the unique elements of their own school’s 
middle or upper school programs. 

These findings are the result of a study of 
over 70 schools broken into boarding, K - 8 
(smaller) day, K - 12 (medium-sized) day, 
and international. Not surprisingly, cultural 
norms, habits, and other factors do lead to 
different approaches and behavior among 
these segments, and these are noted 
where appropriate. 

WHAT IS A “WHY” PAGE?
We have defined a “Why” page as 
one covering unique attributes of 
a school’s culture, values, mission, 
philosophy, and the like, as well 
as relevant facts. Virtually every 
school has an “At-a-Glance,” “Fast 
Facts” or the like, and, while these 
pages sometimes encompass the 
“softer” characteristics of a school, 
that content is often limited to 
student data and demographics, 
summary of course offerings or 
campus facilities, college or high 
school placement stats, and the 
like. These detailed pages alone 
are not considered as a “Why” page 
for our purposes.
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HIGH-LEVEL FINDINGSSection One

Each of these points will be covered in greater depth in the “Detailed Findings” 
section.

High-Level Findings

p 85% of all schools in the study 
have a page describing their 
unique attributes.

p The percentage of “new” versus 
“returning” visitors to the “Why” 
pages was heavily weighted 
toward returning visitors. While 
at a glance this seemed to
indicate heavy viewing by current families and other regular users of the site, 
further digging into the visit data showed that this was fostered by many 
return visits, almost certainly from prospective parents and students.
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HIGH-LEVEL FINDINGSSection One

p Video is becoming increasingly common on “Why” pages; 20% of schools 
have at least one video on their “Why” page, often but not always on a top-
level navigation page.

p The traffic to these “Why” pages varies widely, from several hundred visitors 
per year to over 20,000, no surprise given the diversity and size differences of 
the schools studied.

p Virtually all “Why” pages appear in the ”Admissions” or ”About Us” tabs and 
a sizeable minority appear on the ”Admissions” landing page itself.

p Of these pages that convey “Why”, 23% are titled “Why Finalsite Academy” 
or the like, while others often have creative names such as “10 Reasons to 
Choose Finalsite Academy,” The Finalsite Academy Advantage,”and “What’s 
Different About Finalsite Academy.”

p Exits from the “Why” pages are quite consistent, with nearly 80% of users 
leaving the website between 14% and 26% of the time.

p “Admissions” pages in Google searches: we analyzed how often admissions 
appears in the sitelinks for our selection of schools. An admissions landing 
page appears in the first page of a search for a specific school 38% of the 
time; when “Tuition and Fees” pages are included, the number jumps to 62%.

p A very large number of schools in all categories, almost 90%, have not 
created SEO-friendly names for their “Why” pages.

p Ever wonder if you should use the term “Admissions” or “Admission” for 
that crucial function? While there is no right answer, about 75% of the 
schools in our project chose “Admissions.”
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DETAILED FINDINGSSection Two

Detailed Findings
The high frequency (85%), of a “Why” page or variation was not surprising. It is 
often a staple to provide compelling reasons for a prospective family to sign 
on (or a current family to stay). Deciding where to put such a page, how factual 
versus philosophical to make the content, and whether to tell the story with 
words, pictures, or other media seem to be the tougher choices. Based on the 
findings of this project, it appears that a few schools in every category are missing 
an opportunity to present their unique strengths, whether due to an oversight, 
humility, or a reliance on facts versus “softer” distinctions.
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DETAILED FINDINGSSection Two

“New” Versus “Returning” Visitors
The percentage of “new” versus “returning” visitors shown in the chart below was 
initially the most surprising finding: well over 50% of visitors to our studied schools’ 
“Why” pages were “returning” rather than “new,” and this was consistent against all 
four school categories, with a mean of about 35% for all the schools. While visitors 
to the “Why” pages have an enormous range, stretching from 7% to 85% of the 
visitors being new, the median figure was well below 50% for all segments except 
boarding schools. 

The surface implications were puzzling, as they seemed to indicate a majority of 
traffic to “Why” pages came from current constituents, which would be counter-
intuitive given the frequent connection to admissions. We dug deeper and found 
a simple—if not necessarily obvious—explanation, as seen below. Return visits (or 
“sessions”) significantly out-number single visits to the “Why” page. In the chart 
below, we can see that 68% of the visits to the “Why” page are for a single session, 
and 32% for multiple sessions. 

How, then, do we conclude that returning visitors are the driver of activity on 
the “Why” pages?
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DETAILED FINDINGSSection Two

Returning Visitors Drive “Why” Page Activity
The answer lies in the 
effects of frequency on total 
volume and encompasses 
the important relationship 
between visitors and their 
visits/sessions. While only 
32% of users visit the “Why” 
page more than once, those 
32% who return are seeing 
the page multiple times, 
leading to a sharp increase 
in their sessions; the 6% of 
constituents who visited the 
page three different times are 
the equivalent of 18 visitors 
going to the page only once. 
To make this simpler with 
round numbers, if there were 
100 visitors to the “Why” page, 
they would visit the page 180 times.  

The graphs above change our initial perception. The extensive page views from 
multiple return sessions strongly imply that they are from prospective families 
seeking further information during the admissions process rather than from many 
different current families.
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DETAILED FINDINGSSection Two

Data Deep Dive
Data Geek Alert! If you aren’t looking for a deeper dive into this area, please jump 
to the following “Tips for Creating a Why Page” section. Other readers will find the 
following nuances interesting, as each one over-counts the number of new visitors 
and under-counts returning visitors. In today’s multi-channel world, it is likely 
that some current and prospective parents and students use multiple devices for 
their web browsing, causing them to create more “new” visits because their laptop 
and cell phone are seen as two different devices. With Google Analytics unable 
to determine if the visitor arriving on the “Why” page the first time is new to the 
site, we have assumed all these one-session visitors to be “new.” It is certain that 
some of these visits are from current families who have visited the site before, so 
again new visitors are over-estimated. In addition, there are a few web visitors who 
viewed the “Why” pages more than eight times; we have removed those “long-tail” 
numbers for clarity’s sake, further reducing the numbers of returning sessions.

That said, a couple of additional considerations increase the estimate of returning 
visits at the expense of new ones.  First, a family using a shared home computer 
could produce two or three visitors seeing the same pages of a site with it 
appearing to just be one new visitor. In addition, unless you have excluded 
“internal” traffic, virtually all web activity from your faculty, staff, and administration 
will count as returning sessions, suppressing the relative amount of new traffic. 
As a best practice, it is ideal to know both the traffic generated by your external 
constituents and by your own team. It is usually manageable to suppress internal 
traffic from your reporting; see the “Best Practices and Tips” section on page 14 to 
learn more.

As you can see, there is complexity and ambiguity in several aspects of tracking web 
user behavior, and each analytics package varies in its capabilities and terminology. 
In the case of the “Why” pages, there is a very high confidence level that a distinct 
majority of sessions are from users making multiple visits. The confidence interval 
for determining exactly how many of those visitors to the “Why” page were new to 
that school’s website is lower.
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WHAT MAKES A GREAT WHY PAGE?Section Three

Tips For Creating a “Why” Page At Your School
On “Why” pages, there are a few key elements that top school marketers use, and 
every school would ideally have:

p A value proposition

p Video

p Testimonials from faculty / students / parents

p An infographic

p Thoughtfully crafted but reasonably short text

p Calls to action to a logical next step for all individuals in the applicant 
journey if the page does cover that area
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WHAT MAKES A GREAT WHY PAGE?Section Three

School Spotlight: St. Sebastian’s School
NOTABLE FEATURES:

p On this strategically-sound and well-designed page, the small buttons at the 
top and the cool, interactive ones at the bottom each address an individual at 
a unique stage in his application process.

p Powerful testimonials from a wide variety of constituents with links to watch 
entire videos.

p Superb infographic, with clear, large, and comprehensive metrics in an easy-
to-navigate format.
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WHAT MAKES A GREAT WHY PAGE?Section Three

School Spotlight: The Haverford School

In addition to St. Sebastian’s School, another powerful example comes from 
Haverford School, as their “Why Haverford” page possesses many of the same 
qualities.
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Best Practices and Tips
Below are our recommended best practices and tips to help you enhance your web 
users’ experience; all of these should be part of a broader strategic plan about your 
goals for admissions, web content, and message integration. 

CREATE A “WHY” PAGE 
If you don’t have a page that accentuates your unique attributes, you are probably 
missing an opportunity. Lesser-known schools can benefit by clarifying their 
distinctive elements, while even historically successful institutions may wish to be 
better prepared for the challenges ahead. Facts are powerful and can often be 
sufficient for certain constituents, but in a world where many schools offer similar 
programs, defining your differentiators may make the difference. 

DEFINE THE TARGET AUDIENCE FOR YOUR “WHY” PAGE
We’ve seen that the primary “Why” pages on most school sites receive more 
returning than new traffic. While there are many variables about where these 
pages are located, what they’re called, and what type of content they contain, it 
is clear that a wide variety of your prospective and current families visit these 
pages. Despite the frequent admissions bent, don’t overlook your current families, 
a common error in many endeavors - ensure your “Why” page offers value to all 
potential constituents.

DETERMINE THE “WHERE” FOR YOUR “WHY” PAGE
Depending on your strategy for the online admissions experience and related web 
content, you may choose to make your “Why” message part of a major landing 
page, a page under an existing tab or perhaps even a tab of its own. Think through 
your page title; as you can tell from our study, there are many ways to convey your 
advantage, so be clear in your description if you eschew the obvious choices such 
as “Why (Finalsite Academy)?”

ENHANCE YOUR URLs 
Update the URLs of your major pages to include keywords instead of 
system-generated names. While there is no guarantee this will help your search 
rankings, it will at minimum create a better experience for your current and 
prospective constituents and give your site a more professional appearance – and 
your search rankings certainly won’t suffer from connecting relevant keywords to 
your primary URLs.
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ADD VIDEO – AND TEST
We know this exciting medium is 
rapidly growing, and many students 
and their tech-savvy parents are 
beginning to expect videos rather than 
copy. This study proves that “Why” 
pages with videos are on average two 
to three times more engaging than 
other pages in admissions. If your 
school has the resources to create a 
professional video, or the ability to 
build a reasonably high-quality 
student piece, develop a video about 
“Why (Finalsite Academy).” Focus 
on what differentiates your school, 
perhaps through student testimonials 
or the recollections of a legendary 
teacher. Then have some fun and 
track page activity on that page, 
specifically “time on page” for those 
with embedded videos. By comparing 
the page activity before and after you 
added the video, you can determine if 
the video is helping you tell your story 
more effectively.

SCHOOL SPOTLIGHT: 
TRINITY-PAWLING SCHOOL
The combination of the 
believable, authentic voiceover 
(clearly done by a student), 
carefully-selected music, and 
nat sounds give this video the 
emotional appeal needed. You 
can tell the footage from the 
video was gathered throughout 
the year, which gives prospective 
families a sense of real life 
on campus year round, not 
something artificially produced 
for the sake of making a video. 
As an all-boys school known for 
its focus on athletics, this video 
tackles conquering that image by 
addressing personal, academic, 
and extracurricular growth.
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SHOULD YOU FILTER YOUR SITE TRAFFIC?
The answer is yes if two conditions are met: you wish to get an accurate read on 
the web behavior of your core constituents and there is a reasonably high level of 
technical capability within your school. Finalsite has worked with several customers 
who had difficulty with filters in Google Analytics, and there is complexity in 
creating new “views” that let you analyze just external data while retaining the raw 
data (recommended). However, the value of understanding your site’s relevant 
activity is high, so this effort is worth it for schools prepared for the challenge.

Filter out internal traffic if you’re ready: You want your teachers and 
administrators to use your website regularly as a resource and to stay abreast of 
campus happenings; admissions people especially must have a deep knowledge 
of your site. Internal traffic should be encouraged, but it prohibits an accurate 
assessment of your core constituents’ web behavior. To discern how current 
parents and students, prospective families, alumni, grandparents, board members, 
and friends use your website, you need to suppress web activity from your own 
staff. 

While the technical requirements vary by analytics package, the most common 
approach is to exclude the traffic from your school’s IP address(es), and there are 
other effective methods to manage your data, such as using “segments.” Google 
Analytics or your paid analytics provider will offer instructions on setting these up, 
and you will most likely want to bring your IT team in for support. Ask your tech 
person to help you set up a second report so you always have access to your raw
data too. Please note that filtering will not provide foolproof results due to multi-
channel and other factors previously noted, such as a teacher browsing on his or 
her cell phone or a business officer visiting the site from home.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF VIDEOSection Four

The Importance of Video
Video is becoming increasingly common on school sites, and this trend seems to be 
starting with some “Why” pages, often on a major landing page but also on sub-
pages; 20% of schools had a video on on the “Why” page with a major disparity in 
how often they appear depending on the school category, shown below. 
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THE IMPORTANCE OF VIDEOSection Four

“Why” Page Video Observations
There was a sharp distinction in two sets of schools: boarding schools had videos 
on 42% of the “Why” pages and K - 12 schools 37%; no K - 8 schools in our study are 
using video on their “Why” pages yet, and International use is very low.

These U.S.-based findings are consistent with an earlier Finalsite study that showed 
K-12 and boarding schools to be the most advanced in using video, followed by K-8.

The majority of videos on “Why” pages are created by professionals, and this 
is likely a big reason that smaller schools, with less funding for advertising and 
outside consultants, use fewer videos on their “Why” pages. (NOTE: The costs for 
professional video typically range from a few thousand dollars to tens of thousands 
based on your goals, logistics, length, and other factors.)
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THE IMPORTANCE OF VIDEOSection Four

Showcasing Video On “Why” Pages: A Deeper Dive
Videos take a wide variety of forms when they are used on “Why” pages. Sometimes 
they are the dominant feature of the page and the primary presentation of the 
“Why” message, and at other times are smaller and may appear in a sidebar 
as opposed to the main content area. In multiple cases there were at least two 
different videos on the “Why” page. 

In a related point, the use of other visual tools continues to increase, fueled by 
improvements in technology, user tools, channels, and awareness of content 
marketing strategies. Several schools without videos are deploying multi-media 
pieces such as viewbooks, slide shows, and brochures to tell their story beyond the 
web page.

Nearly all videos (over 90%) are embedded in the page versus linking to an 

external site like YouTube or Vimeo. Why is this important? It means that 

instead of assessing engagement by tracking the number of clicks to the 

video, the more useful approach is to assess the time spent on the page, 

which is likely to increase assuming the video is over 30 seconds and your 

viewers are watching most or all of it.

SCHOOL SPOTLIGHT: 
CAROLINA DAY SCHOOL
Carolina Day School has a large video 
at the top of the page that gives a 
clear look into what the school is all 
about through the eyes of faculty 
and students. The emotional impact 
of the music, photography, and 
videography is both engaging and 
endearing.
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Loomis Chaffee has four different 
videos further down the page. 

Western Reserve Academy has a 
video in the right sidebar.

Canterbury School has three videos 
highlighting aspects of their school.

Green Farms Academy has a nice 
big video and a smaller video in the 
center frame.

School Spotlight
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THE IMPORTANCE OF VIDEOSection Four

Why Video Is So Important On “Why” Pages
The impact of a video on a “Why” page is enormous. As seen in the infographic 
below, “Why” pages with a video showed that families spent significantly more time 
on those pages than on all average pages in “Admissions”, which are themselves 
high-value and engaging pages. 

While this is an imperfect comparison because some “Why” pages have 

other strong elements and “Admissions” pages cover many topics, the 

consistent gap of 2-3X more time spent on the “Why” pages suggests video is 

the major factor.

Pages Without a Video Pages With a Video

AVERAGE TIME SPENT ON “WHY” PAGES
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THE IMPORTANCE OF VIDEOSection Four

“Why” Page Traffic Overview
How much traffic do these “Why” pages attract? Not surprisingly, the six schools 
with over 20,000 page views annually were larger boarding, domestic day, or 
international schools, while most K - 8 schools produced between 300 and 800 
views per year. A micro test of the page views on the “Why” page relative to total 
site page views showed an average range of .5% to .8%. with a high percentage of 
1.17% and a low of .17%. The biggest variables affecting interest in the “Why” page 
may be whether it is housed on a major landing page, what it is called, and whether 
there are similar pages on the site. 

Five of the six highest-traffic pages were on a top-level navigation page, including 
“Admissions,” ”About Us,” or “Who We Are.” The “Why” page of a top K - 12 school 
with the lowest percentage of site traffic had several factors working against it: 
the name of the page seemed mismatched with the content, it was in tertiary 
navigation, and there were several other pages with similar content. 
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WHY PAGES: GENERAL INFORMATIONSection Five

Where Do “Why” Pages Appear?
Virtually all of the study’s “Why” pages 
appear in the “Admissions” or ”About 
Us” tabs. While those in “Admissions” 
outnumber those in ”About Us”, there 
is wide variance in these ratios across 
the school segments. As noted in the 
chart to the right, boarding and larger 
day schools choose “Admissions” as 
their primary location, while K - 8 are 
nearly evenly split. The International group takes a different tack, with 50% of their 
“Why” pages showing in their “About Us” tab, as well as in a variety of unique tabs 
such as “Engaging.”
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WHY PAGES: GENERAL INFORMATIONSection Five

Where Do “Why” Pages Appear? (Cont’d)
A sizeable minority of these descriptive pages 
appear on the “Admissions” landing page 
itself. This is an interesting consideration for 
a school: what is the goal of your primary 
“Admissions” page? Do you want to “sell” (or 
persuade) the prospective family on that page, 
or do you prefer it to be a basic nuts and bolts 
page, e.g. with a letter from your Director of 
Admissions, your events and travel schedule, 
and links to more content-rich pages? How 
much emphasis is there on your admissions 
inquiry, the flow of the registration process, 
and the follow-up? How you answer those 
questions effectively defines your admissions 
strategy on the web and should dictate how 
you integrate “Why” pages into the admissions 
experience. 

A fair number of Finalsite schools take a more 
“old-school” approach to the “Admissions” 
landing/welcome page, with a letter from the 
director and his or her photo, and some of 
those use this as the spot to convey their “Why” 
copy. While Finalsite believes you must keep 
your “Why” page approach consistent with your 
broader admissions strategy, there are also 
concerns that this passive tactic fails to gain 
prospects’ attention at the key time in their 
journey. 

SCHOOL SPOTLIGHT: 
LAWRENCE ACADEMY

Here is a case in which the 
School has taken an assertive 
approach to its call-to-actions in 
the context of its marketing the 
“Why” message: 

LA’s “Admissions” landing page 
serves as its “Why” page, and 
it communicates that through 
a large video and a Viewbook 
supported by a thumbnail of 
admissions tweets, while also 
adding links to both the inquiry 
and visit pages in the primary 
copy (both are already in the 
left menu).

www.lacademy.edu
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WHY PAGES: GENERAL INFORMATIONSection Five

Of these pages that convey the “Why”, 
23% are titled “Why (Finalsite Academy)” 
or something very similar, while others 
that are not tab landing pages often have 
creative names that themselves offer 
insights into a school’s philosophy. 

In addition to the “Admissions” and 
“About Us” landing pages, some other 
eye-catchers were:

p Use a “top X” list such as “15 Reasons to Choose Finalsite Academy” or “10 
Reasons to Choose Finalsite Academy” (both boarding schools)

p Differentiation-based, such as “The Finalsite Academy Advantage” (two 
schools), “What’s Different About Us” or “What Sets Us Apart”

p Unique approaches, typically tied to branding statements, e.g. “Always 
Finalsite Academy,” “We Value,” and “A Year in the Life”

p Expanded versions of “Fast Facts” and “Finalsite Academy at a Glance”

p Action-oriented approaches: “Experience Finalsite Academy” (appropriately, 
the school’s page with that title has a video on the page)

p For international pages, there is a distinct model centered around welcomes 
or greetings from the Director, the Head, or the Superintendent

Note: in several cases, the “Why” information is on its own tab with names such as 
“Who We Are.”

Naming Pages with “Why” Content
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WHY PAGES: GENERAL INFORMATIONSection Five

“Why” Page Bounce Rates 
Exits from the “Why” pages are quite consistent, with nearly 80% of users leaving 
the website between 14% and 26% of the time. 

A high rate of exits from a web page that is not a final destination, like 

an application or donation page, can be a warning sign about the page’s 

effectiveness, so this indicates that most readers find value in the content 

they’re finding on schools’ “Why” pages. 

One prominent boarding school had over a 50% exit rate from its “Why” page, 
which seemed surprising given that the page is well-written, has useful links 
in the “Admissions” section, and features a video. However, now that we know 
many visitors return to the “Why” pages and other “Admissions” pages, we can 
hypothesize that some visitors are planning to return to the site, perhaps to look 
more carefully at the “Why” page or enter the enrollment process. 
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WHY PAGES: GENERAL INFORMATIONSection Five

To learn more about the larger 
admissions section, we assessed how 
frequently an admissions-related page 
appears on the first page of a general 
search for a specific school. These links 
are called “sitelinks” and in most cases 
four to six of them appear under the 
primary school link. Schools, and other 
organizations, want to make it simple 
for their current and prospective searchers to find what they want, fast, so Google 
tries to facilitate that process. While the chart above is a bit over-simplified, it shows 
that “Admissions” pages alone appear less than 40% of the time, though that figure 
jumps to over 60% when including “Tuition and Fees,” which are typically associated 
with admissions. 

These sitelinks are controlled by 
Google’s secret algorithm, so it 
is uncertain what specific factors 
contribute to a page being shown 
in a sitelink. While page traffic is 
believed to be a factor, as always 
it’s about what Google deems 
interesting and relevant to web 
users: quality content, effective 
title and other tags, strong meta 
descriptions, and fast page loading. 

Curiously, many pages seemingly of less general interest than “Admissions” often 
appeared in sitelinks, e.g. “Employment.” (The Portsmouth Abbey example in the 
above screenshot is fairly common.)

“Why” Pages and Google Sitelinks 
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WHY PAGES: GENERAL INFORMATIONSection Five

The Role of “Tuition” Pages
“Tuition” or “Tuition and Fees” pages under the “Admissions” umbrella appeared 
nearly 25% of the time, a seemingly high number given that admissions tabs 
usually include a large number of sub-pages. This indicates that ”Tuition” pages are 
considered important by Google, presumably because they have significant page 
traffic, time spent on the page, and other key metrics of engagement.

One question is raised by the frequent appearance of “Tuition” pages, especially 
because they usually appear without the link to the “Admissions” landing page: 
is this practice of not linking desirable for schools? Is it possible that prospective 
parents see a $50,000+ price tag for a boarding school they are considering, and 
drop that school before seeing the “Why” and other positive pages?

It turns out school marketers do have a way to “demote” sitelinks they feel 

are inappropriate using Google instructions, though that is most common 

for unacceptable or outdated information, and there is no guarantee that a 

preferred page, such as “Admissions” or “Why”, would take its place.
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WHY PAGES: GENERAL INFORMATIONSection Five

Readable and SEO-Friendly URLs
One of the most surprising findings in the study was that virtually no schools are 
changing the name of most of their URLs, such as “/Admissions” or “About Us/Who 
We Are.” 

Almost 90% of schools have not created readable and SEO-friendly names 

for their web URLs, whether a major landing page like “Admissions” or a 

second-level page. 

Though it is important to recognize that Google uses hundreds of factors in ranking 
pages, and URL changes alone are unlikely to have a material effect on rankings, 
serious marketers may find the points below useful:

People and search engines both prefer URLs that explain the content on that 
page. A “readable” URL with an important keyword or two helps a reader know 
what to expect from a link found on the web, social media, or email. Finalsite 
Composer CMS, for example, automatically creates plain-English URLs for this 
reason.

This improved user experience translates to better treatment by the search 
engines, because they increasingly use specific customer engagement data in their 
algorithm. Useful keywords shown in the URL are proven to get higher clicks than 
technical URLs. 
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About This E-Book

This e-book was written and researched by William Bullard and designed by Melissa Kloter, Product 
Marketing Specialist, Finalsite.

ABOUT FINALSITE
Equipped with all the tools your school needs to be successful online – including a simple CMS, 
LMS, calendars, news, athletics, email newsletters, teacher pages, systems integration and more – 
Finalsite is the industry’s premier web marketing and communications platform.

We’re a 130-strong group of school people who want to make the lives of your school community 
better. Our team of award-winning designers, marketing pros, SEO experts, project managers, client 
success (and client happiness!) managers, stellar support team, and public school consultants are at 
your service from day one.

Our 97% client retention rate is living proof that our team is always as happy as we look in that 
picture – and you will be too!

To discover why more schools are turning to Finalsite visit: www.finalsite.com.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
William Bullard is the founder of EdChanges, a marketing services firm that offers schools marketing 
strategy and planning, website management, campaign alignment, email and digital marketing, 
database marketing, and related services. 

William moved into education in 2012 and enjoys applying lessons from his innovative past work 
in direct marketing, the Internet, and digital marketing to schools. He has been the director of 
communications at two Boston-area schools and a consultant for Keys to Literacy and Kalix 
Communications, a school marketing agency. William is the VP of Internet Marketing for the 
American Marketing Association – Boston, focusing on web content and blogging-social media 
integration.
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